
Abstract
In this paper I expand upon the recent use of the term “Critical Environmental Justice Studies.”
This concept is meant to capture new developments in Environmental Justice (EJ) Studies that
question assumptions and gaps in earlier work in the field. Because this direction in scholarship
is still in its formative stages, I take this opportunity to offer some guidance on what Critical En-
vironmental Justice (CEJ) Studies might look like and what it could mean for theorizing the rela-
tionship between race (along with multiple additional social categories) and the environment. I
do so by (1) adopting a multi-disciplinary approach that draws on several bodies of literature,
including critical race theory, political ecology, ecofeminist theory, and anarchist theory, and (2)
focusing on the case of Black Lives Matter and the problem of state violence.

INTRODUCTION
Black Lives Matter (BLM) is a social movement centered on the problem of state-sanctioned
racist violence. The movement began as a response to the acquittal of George Zimmerman, a
man who killed Trayvon Martin, a seventeen-year old African American boy in Sanford, Florida,
in 2012. From that moment on, social media, mainstream media, and the Black Lives Matter
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movement would routinely intensify the national focus on racialized state-sanctioned violence
when  yet  another  video  or  testimony  surfaced  featuring  an  African  American  being  shot,
beaten, choked, and/or killed by police or White vigilantes. The role of social media technology
was pivotal. As one writer put it, “Social media could serve as a source of live, raw information.
It could summon people to the streets and coordinate their movements in real time. And it
could swiftly push back against spurious media narratives . . .” (Bijan 2015).

BLM co-founder Alicia Garza explained what the movement stands for: “Black Lives Matter
is an ideological and political intervention in a world where Black lives are systematically and in-
tentionally targeted for demise. It is an affirmation of Black folks’ contributions to this society,
our humanity, and our resilience in the face of deadly oppression” (Garza 2014).

In this paper, I draw links between what I view as the most important insights and ques-
tions that emerge from the Black Lives Matter movement and the struggle against environmen-
tal racism. This is a connection that many scholars might not make at first glance because po-
lice brutality and environmental politics would appear to be only tangentially related, but I ar-
gue they are in fact closely intertwined and that we must explore their myriad connections in
order to excavate the roots of racist violence no matter the form it takes. The questions I ex-
plore here include: How can Black Lives Matter’s emphasis on police violence against African
American communities inform our understanding of the scourge of ecological burdens facing
those same communities? Conversely, what can the violation of Black bodies and spaces by
ecologically destructive agents produced by states and corporations tell us about the violation
of those same bodies by police and law enforcement agents? I find that a “first-” and “second-
generation” Environmental Justice Studies framework can assist in this effort, but can only take
us so far. Therefore, I propose that a Critical Environmental Justice Studies framework can more
fully address these pressing concerns.

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE STUDIES
The Environmental Justice (EJ) movement is composed of people from communities of color, in-
digenous communities, and working-class communities who are focused on combating envi-
ronmental injustice—the disproportionate burden of environmental harm facing these popula-
tions. For the EJ movement, social justice is inseparable from environmental protection.

In the early 1970s, researchers in the United States found strong correlations between so-
cial class status and air quality in the United States. As a result of social movement activism,
however, the focus began to broaden from social class to race and from air pollution to a range
of environmental hazards (Pulido 1996; Walker 2010). For example, in 1982, hundreds of civil
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rights leaders and community activists protested a toxic waste dump in the majority African
American community of Warren County, North Carolina. That action sparked the discourse of
environmental racism and the growth of Environmental Justice Studies, and since that time,
scholars and other researchers have documented the reach of environmental racism/inequality
in the United States and around the globe, as well as the social movement that has emerged to
highlight and challenge this phenomenon (Bullard 2000;  Cole and Foster,  2000;  Pellow and
Brulle, 2005).

Thus, hundreds of studies have documented that people of color, people of lower socioeco-
nomic status, indigenous and immigrant populations, and other marginalized communities are
disproportionately affected by ecologically harmful infrastructures, such as landfills, mines, in-
cinerators, polluting factories, and destructive transportation systems, as well as by the nega-
tive consequences of  ecologically  harmful  practices,  such as climate change/disruption and
pesticide exposure (Ringquist 2005). Much of this work has documented the troubling depths
and breadth of environmental injustice’s impact on the lives of people—including public health
and mental health effects—and on how these communities make meaning out of these as-
saults while organizing for environmental justice. And while EJ Studies may have earlier focused
on the United States, scholars are also documenting environmental inequalities and EJ move-
ments’ responses to them around the globe (Agyeman et al., 2010; Pellow 2007; Roberts and
Parks, 2006). A small but growing group of researchers—including and especially environmen-
tal humanities scholars—have focused on the ways that gender, sexuality, citizenship, indigene-
ity, and nation shape the terrain of ecological inequalities, but those areas of scholarship re-
main in need of further development (Adamson 2011; Bell 2013; Buckingham and Kulcur, 2010;
Gaard 2004; Smith 2005).

TOWARD A CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE STUDIES
Recent scholarship divides EJ Studies into two phases: (1) the “first-generation,” which was fo-
cused primarily on documenting environmental inequality through the lens of race and class;
and (2) “second-generation” studies that extend beyond questions of distribution to incorpo-
rate a deeper consideration of theory and the ways that gender, sexuality, and other categories
of  difference shape EJ  struggles (Buckingham and Kulcur,  2010;  Walker  2010).  In  our  book
Power, Justice, and the Environment, Robert Brulle and I used the term “Critical Environmental
Justice Studies” (Pellow and Brulle,  2005),  which has since been adopted by other  scholars
working to expand the academic field and politics of environmental justice (Adamson 2011; Ho-
lifield et al., 2010). This concept is meant to build on recent scholarship in EJ Studies—“second-
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generation” writings—that questions assumptions and gaps in earlier work in the field by em-
bracing interdisciplinarity and methodologies and epistemologies including and beyond the so-
cial sciences. As this direction in scholarship is still in its formative stages, I take this opportu-
nity to offer some guidance for what a Critical EJ Studies might look like.

Critical EJ (CEJ) Studies is a perspective intended to address a number of limitations and
tensions within EJ Studies. These include, for example: (1) questions concerning the degree to
which scholars should place emphasis on one or more social categories of difference (e.g., race,
class, gender, sexuality, species, etc.) versus a focus on multiple forms of inequality; (2) the ex-
tent to which scholars studying EJ issues should focus on single-scale versus multi-scalar analy-
ses of the causes, consequences, and possible resolutions of EJ struggles; (3) the degree to
which various forms of social inequality and power—including state power—are viewed as en-
trenched and embedded in society; and (4) the largely unexamined question of the expendabil-
ity of human and non-human populations facing socioecological threats from states, industries,
and other political economic forces.

On the first point above, EJ scholars have a tendency to focus on only one or two forms of
social inequality in studies of environmental injustice. For example, some scholars continue to
debate the relative importance of race versus class in terms of which category is most impor-
tant with respect to the distribution of environmental  hazards,  while only a small  group of
scholars have explored the role of gender and sexuality in EJ Studies (Buckingham and Kulcur,
2010; Smith 2005). Moreover, the key social category species remains, at best, at the margins of
the field of EJ Studies, despite the fact that, generally, when and where humans suffer from en-
vironmental inequalities, so does the more-than-human world (and vice versa) and often as a
result of ideological frameworks that link marginalized humans to “nature.” My point here is
that since multiple forms of inequality drive and characterize the experience of environmental
injustice, the field would do well to expand in that direction. Thus CEJ Studies brings greater at-
tention to how multiple social categories of difference are entangled in the production of envi-
ronmental injustice, from race, gender, sexuality, ability, and class to species, which would at-
tend to the ways that both the human and the more-than-human world are impacted by and
respond to environmental injustice.

With respect to the second point above concerning scale, the EJ Studies literature tends to
be characterized by research at one scale or another, rather than a multi-scalar approach. In
other words, most researchers focus on the local,  regional, national,  or sometimes transna-
tional or global scale, but few studies attempt to grasp how EJ struggles function at multiple
scales, from the cellular and bodily level to the global level and back (Herod 2011; Sze 2016).
Some scholars have addressed this important question by exploring cases in which pollutants
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produced in one part of the world travel across national borders and impact human and eco-
logical health in another hemisphere (Sze 2006). Scale is of critical importance because it allows
us to understand how environmental injustices are facilitated by decision-makers who behave
as if sites where hazards are produced “out of sight and out of mind” are somehow irrelevant
to the health of people and ecosystems at the original sites of decision-making power and con-
sumption. Attention to scale also assists us in observing how social movement responses to en-
vironmental injustices draw on spatial frameworks, networks, and knowledge to make the con-
nections between hazards in one place and harm in another. CEJ Studies thus advocates multi-
scalar methodological and theoretical approaches to studying EJ issues in order to better com-
prehend the complex spatial and temporal causes, consequences, and possible resolutions of
EJ struggles.

Regarding the third point  above—the degree to which various forms of  inequality  and
power are viewed as entrenched in society—this concern stems from my conclusion that the vi-
sion of change articulated by EJ Studies scholars and most EJ activists generally looks to the
state and capital to accommodate demands via legislation, institutional reforms, and other pol-
icy concessions. The concern here is that such an approach leaves intact the very power struc-
tures that produced environmental injustice in the first place. Yes, it names those institutions
and structures as sources of the problems and seeks to reform them, but by working in collabo-
ration with those entities, such efforts ultimately risk reinforcing their legitimacy. CEJ Studies
urges a deeper grasp of the entrenched and embedded character of social inequality—includ-
ing speciesism and state power—in society and therefore a reckoning with the need for trans-
formative  (rather  than  primarily  reformist)  approaches  to  realize  environmental  justice.  In
other words, Critical EJ Studies seeks to push our analyses and actions beyond the human, the
state, and capital via a broad anti-authoritarian perspective.

Regarding the fourth point above, EJ Studies suggests that various marginalized human
populations are treated—if not viewed—as inferior, and less valuable, to society than others.
This point is largely undertheorized in the literature (Mills 2001; Pulido 1996). Critical EJ Studies
makes this theme explicit by arguing that these populations are marked for erasure and early
death, and that ideological and institutional othering is linked to the more-than-human world
as well. Moreover, CEJ counters that dominant perspective with a framework that contends that
these threatened bodies, populations, and spaces are indispensable to building socially and en-
vironmentally just and resilient futures for us all.

The above constitute what I call the four pillars of CEJ Studies. CEJ Studies draws from the
work of scholars across numerous fields that only periodically intersect, such as Environmental
Justice Studies (Adamson 2011; Bell 2013; Bullard 2000; Cole and Foster, 2000), Critical Race The-
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ory (Goldberg 2002), Critical Race Feminism (Hong 2006; Smith 2005), Ethnic Studies (Márquez
2014), Gender and Sexuality Studies and Ecofeminism (Buckingham and Kulcur, 2010; Gaard
2004),  Political  Ecology (Bennett  2009),  and Anti-Authoritarian/Anarchist  Theory (Scott  2010;
Smith 2011). Furthermore, CEJ Studies is interdisciplinary, multi-methodological, and is activist-
scholar inspired in that it seeks to bridge and blur the boundaries and borders between the
academy and community, theory and practice, analysis and action. Critical EJ Studies is only in-
tended to be one of many possible approaches to environmental justice scholarship and action.
It is neither prescriptive, nor is it a declaration of where the field should be headed.

In the following sections, I apply a CEJ Studies framework to the Black Lives Matter move-
ment to demonstrate the importance of encouraging scholars and activists to think through
linkages across theory and social change politics that might not usually emerge from “tradi-
tional” EJ Studies or from within many social change movements.

CRITICAL EJ STUDIES AND BLACK LIVES MATTER
In order to examine Black Lives Matter as a CEJ case study, I gathered data from the BLM web-
site, archives, and social media, as well as major essays published in national and international
media outlets by BLM advocates and supporters. This selection of data is not intended to be
strictly representative, but rather, as a purposive sample it speaks to the core BLM frames and
the four pillars of CEJ Studies.

The First Pillar: Intersectionality and the Racial Discourse of Animality
CEJ  Studies recognizes that  social  inequality  and oppression in all  forms intersect  and that
members  of  the  more-than-human  world  are  subjects  of  oppression  and  agents  of  social
change. Black Lives Matter is a social movement organized primarily around the social category
of race, but extends the analysis to multiple categories of difference, reflecting an emphasis on
intersectionality. Intersectionality is a concept intended to explain the ways that many identities
and social categories work together to produce advantages and disadvantages across bodies
and space, and that inequalities do not act independently of one another (Collins 2008; Hong
2006).

The founders of BLM present a deeply intersectional approach to the problem of devalued
Black life that is inclusive of class, gender, sexuality, immigration status, citizenship, age, ability,
and other differences and social categories. All three founders of BLM are women of color. One
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of them—Alicia Garza—identifies as a queer woman of color, while another—Opal Tometi—is
the daughter of Nigerian immigrants and works for an organization focused on the human
rights of Black immigrants. The third founder—Patrisse Cullors—who also identifies as queer,
organizes support for incarcerated persons and their families, with a focus on mental health.
Thus their political and professional work itself is a study in intersectional theory and practice.
As BLM co-founder Alicia Garza writes, “Black Lives Matter affirms the lives of Black queer and
trans folks, disabled folks, Black-undocumented folks, folks with records, women, and all Black
lives along the gender spectrum” (Garza 2014).

Critical EJ Studies speaks to the ways in which various social categories of difference work
to place particular bodies at risk of exclusion, marginalization, erasure, discrimination, violence,
and othering. These insights are important for building an understanding of the ways that in-
tra-human inequality and oppressions function and how they intersect with human-nonhuman
oppression.  As David Nibert  and Michael  Fox put  it,  “[T]he oppression of  various devalued
groups in human societies is not independent and unrelated; rather, the arrangements that
lead to various forms of oppression are integrated in such a way that the exploitation of one
group frequently augments and compounds the mistreatment of others” (Nibert and Fox, 2002,
p. 13). “Various devalued groups in human societies” frequently include women, immigrants,
LGBTQ persons, people of color, indigenous peoples, disabled persons, the elderly, low-income
people, and nonhuman species. And while the experiences of these groups are qualitatively dis-
tinct (i.e., not equivalent), the logic of domination and othering as practiced by more powerful
groups, the state, and capital provides the common thread of intersectionality through each of
their oppressions.

Law enforcement personnel routinely engage in violent acts against humans and nonhu-
mans, even when no threat is evident, thus revealing the ways that state violence produces in-
tersecting oppressions. A 2015 Baltimore Sun  investigation of the Baltimore, Maryland Police
Department (the same town where Freddie Gray was murdered), detailed numerous incidents
in which vulnerable people and nonhumans were the subjects of brutal and sometimes lethal
force at the hands of police in that city. The report notes that young African American males
were the targets of such violence, and so were elderly people, women, children, and nonhuman
animals (Friedersdorf 2015). The report discusses, for example, the use of a dead rat to intimi-
date a police officer working on a police brutality case and the murder of a dog by an officer to
intimidate his girlfriend. The Baltimore Sun investigation appears to reflect what scholarly stud-
ies  have  long  revealed:  that  there  is  a  well-documented  link  between  the  use  of  violence
against nonhuman animals and efforts to exert control over other humans, whether in the de-
struction of livestock and other food sources during wartime and conquests or through domes-
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tic violence directed primarily at women, children, and nonhuman companion animals or pets
(Adams 2010; Ascione 1997; Smits 1994).

This brings us to what I call the racial discourse of animality, a term meant to capture the
language that people use to describe human behavior using nonhuman references and analo-
gies, signaling a set of assumptions surrounding what we view as acceptable “human” versus
nonhuman behavior and how different bodies are valued. It reveals the means through which
we discuss race, racism, and racial politics in more-than-human terms, as a way of defining the
limits and boundaries of the human. This discourse is common in discussions around racial pol-
itics and flared up many times around BLM protests against police brutality. What is fascinating
is that people on all sides of the issues—activists, lawyers, and agents of the state—use this lan-
guage. In other words, people deploy the racial discourse of animality in the service of White
supremacy and in the service of racial justice. Consider the following examples:

Lesley McSpadden, the mother of Michael Brown (an African American teenager killed by a
police officer in Ferguson, Missouri) spoke to reporters at a public demonstration to call atten-
tion to the tragedy of her son’s death. She spoke to the bleak outlook of young African Ameri-
cans facing police brutality: “You took my son away from me! You know how hard it was for me
to get him to stay in school and graduate? You know how many Black men graduate? Not
many! Because you bring them down to this type of level where they feel they don’t got noth-
ing  to  live  for  anyway!”  While  other  protesters  around  McSpadden peacefully  raised  their
hands in symbolic surrender, a police officer’s voice was heard and recorded yelling at them,
calling them “animals” (Fantz et al., 2014).

In early 2015, Freddie Gray, a twenty-five year old African American man was taken into po-
lice custody in Baltimore, Maryland, and, in the process, incurred severe spinal cord and neck
injuries and died shortly afterward, sparking nationwide protests. In Baltimore, the protests, led
by African Americans and many supporters of the BLM movement, were mainly peaceful but
were marred by property destruction, looting, and a number of police officers being injured.
Many Whites took to social media—including Baltimore County police officer Jennifer Lynne Sil-
ver—and displayed their views on the matter referring to the people involved as “animals” and,
in her words, a “disgrace to the human race” (Change.org (http://Change.org) 2015).

The racial discourse of animality is also used to combat racism. An article in The Guardian
responded to Jennifer Silver’s epithets regarding protesters in Baltimore by arguing that police
and society often treat nonhuman animals better than African Americans:

But ‘animals’ is a misnomer. People—including police officers—are punished for killing or doing
harm to domestic animals. Baltimore has busted dog fighting rings and sent offenders to prison
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for animal cruelty. In 2014, former Baltimore City police officer Alec Taylor was sentenced to a
year behind bars for killing a dog. That might not seem like much, but it is longer than the
sentences given to the killers of Michael Brown, Eric Garner, Trayvon Martin, Rekia Boyd, or
seven-year old Aiyana Stanley-Jones (Nichols 2015).

In the spring of 2015, a police officer shot Walter Scott, an unarmed African American man
in North Charleston, South Carolina, after he fled his car during a traffic stop. Malik Shabazz,
president of Black Lawyers for America and former chairman of the New Black Panther Party,
appeared on “CNN Newsroom” and stated, “Black men are being killed and hunted down like
deer and like dogs” (Griswold 2015). That same month, Democratic Congressman Hank John-
son of Georgia took to the floor of the House of Representatives to urge his colleagues to con-
front police brutality. Drawing on a phrase usually reserved for hunting nonhuman animals, he
stated, “It feels like open season on Black men in America” (Griswold 2015, emphasis added).

In these last examples, references to nonhumans are used to communicate the sentiment
that African Americans—like all human beings, presumably—should not be treated like nonhu-
man animals. The assumption here is also problematic because it is speciesist in that it implies
that it is acceptable to wantonly hunt and slaughter nonhumans, even if the primary aim is to
counter racist violence. My point is that we cannot understand racist violence, and the way we
think, talk, and enact it, without paying attention to the relationship between humans and non-
humans, as these examples illustrate.

Finally, the role of agency is key to the first pillar of CEJ, since African Americans and other
marginalized populations are not just the targets of oppression but also regularly resist their
subjugation. While traditional elements of what sociologists call “resource mobilization” (Mor-
ris 1984) are on full display with the Black Lives Matter movement—including the mobilization
of human bodies, ideas, words, discourses, tactics, and strategies in protest—it is also the case
that  the  urban  built  environment,  information  technology,  and  other  forms  of  more-than-
human objects and natures are also integral to that agency and therefore central to making
this vision and practice of social change possible (Bennett 2009).

The Second Pillar: Scale, Race, and Difference
CEJ Studies embraces multi-scalar methodological and theoretical approaches in order to better
comprehend the complex spatial and temporal causes, consequences, and possible resolutions
of EJ struggles.

Scale is deeply racialized, gendered, and classed. The impacts of climate change offer a
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telling example of how environmental racism reflects this fact. While the conclusions of climate
scientists are remarkably clear that anthropogenic climate change is occurring at a dramatic
pace and with increasing intensity, this is also happening unevenly, with people of color, the
poor, indigenous peoples, peoples of the global South, and women suffering the most (Harlan
et al., 2015). Thus, while climate change matters for all of us, it impacts people and nonhumans
with different levels of intensity. If one only pays attention to the global scale, it appears that
the worst effects of climate change are not yet upon us. But if one examines what is occurring
in neighborhoods, barrios, indigenous peoples’ lands, and much of the global South, the pic-
ture is quite different because the impacts are extensive and ongoing. As Keith Ellison and Van
Jones (2015) put it, “[O]ur kids are being poisoned by the air they breathe. Environmental injus-
tices are taking Black lives—that’s why our fight for equality has to include climate and environ-
mental justice too.”

Social cognition studies find that “implicit bias” among White research subjects results in
perceiving threats to their wellbeing when they see Black and Brown people when no such
threat exists (Kang 2005). While this research is highly consequential for everyday microsocio-
logical interactions across the racial  spectrum (especially in the case of gun violence in the
name of White “self defense”), it has major macrosociological implications as well. Therefore I
find that implicit  bias is useful for thinking more deeply about the intersection of race and
scale. In other words, if these studies find that people of color are implicitly viewed as threaten-
ing, then their presence is perceived to be much larger in the social-cognitive terrain of Whites.

Thus race and scale intertwine to reveal also that when Black people respond to racism
(whether by police or via environmental racism), their actions may be viewed as a threat that is
disproportionate and outsized. We can see this, for example, in the militarized response by po-
lice departments when interacting with the Black Lives Matter movement. Many supporters of
the Black Lives Matter movement, and even military veterans, decried these practices when dis-
turbing images of police and protesters clashing in Ferguson, Missouri, in response to the po-
lice killing of Michael Brown, seemed to be indistinguishable from media images of civilians be-
ing repressed by an occupying military force in some far away land. This fact begs for a scalar
analysis that links militarized oppression of African Americans to the U.S. military’s treatment of
people of color elsewhere in the world—in Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria, Pakistan, Yemen, Palestine,
and many other nations where the United States uses military force directly or by proxy to pro-
tect its interests. This is also an environmental justice issue because the U.S. military is one of
the largest sources of pollution on earth (Nazaryan 2014) and because militarism and masculin-
ist politics tend to go hand in hand and both tend to result in socially and ecologically harmful
practices.
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Finally, BLM’s work speaks to the myriad ways that scale can be thought of and articulated
temporally. In fact, the entire point of the BLM movement is, in some ways, an intervention to
remind us that blatant acts of anti-Black violence are not a thing of the past and are still quite
rampant in what some observers had hoped would be a “postracial” era. BLM co-founder Alicia
Garza uses time as an indicator of the intersection of race, sexuality, and scale’s intersections,
but does so linking history to an imagined future:

But what I can say to my child, just like my mom says to me, is that there was a time when it
wasn’t OK for people to be out [about their sexuality]. There was a time when black people were
being slaughtered. And I hope that the end to that story is, ‘and then we organized, and we built
a vibrant international movement, and we really changed conditions for black people in this
country, and for everybody.’ And I’m hoping that the story that I’m also able to tell is that our
demands went beyond ‘stop killing us,’ to ensure the quality of life for everybody. And that we
won that (Brydum 2015).

The Third Pillar: An Anti-Statist/Anarchist Reading of BLM
Social inequalities—from racism to speciesism—are not aberrations, but rather are deeply em-
bedded in society and reinforced by state power and market systems. Therefore, the current
social order stands as a fundamental obstacle to social and environmental justice. A logical con-
clusion of this observation is that social change movements may be better off thinking and act-
ing beyond the state and capital as targets of reform and/or as reliable partners.

Racism, for example, is a foundational component of the political, legal, economic, and cul-
tural systems in the United States. African Americans, for instance, enjoy fewer rights and sig-
nificantly lower social value than Whites, suffering deep economic, educational, public health,
and environmental inequalities; earning far less income and owning far less wealth and prop-
erty than Whites; and being more likely than Whites to attend low quality, segregated schools
and live in residentially segregated communities marked by financial disinvestment, a brutal oc-
cupying police force presence, and environmental racism (Bullard 2000; Cacho 2012; Gilmore
2007; Vargas 2010). Public health disparities impact African Americans dramatically, as homi-
cides, infant mortality, life expectancy, asthma, and a range of other illnesses and life events re-
veal a much lower statistical value of Black life (Williams and Collins, 1995).  And millions of
African Americans are either confined to prisons via mass incarceration or subjected to routine
surveillance and control through the system of mass probation. Thus, racism is, for Black Lives
Matter co-founder Alicia Garza, “a disease that this country has in our very DNA” (Garza 2015).
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In a statement posted on the Black Lives Matter website, activists contend that the current
state of racist violence against African Americans is a core component of American life, a form
of oppression that Blacks have consistently challenged: “Rooted in the experiences of Black
people in this country who actively resist our de-humanization, #BlackLivesMatter is a call to ac-
tion and a response to the virulent anti-Black racism that permeates our society” (BlackLives-
Matter.com (http://BlackLivesMatter.com) 2016).

Debates often center on whether social movements should seek to reform or transform
the legal  system. BLM is  an important part  of  that conversation because it  is  a  movement
whose participants often embrace the state, but frequently do so in a critical fashion. For exam-
ple, much of the chanting and protest calls at BLM events include demands to “prosecute the
police” and implement stronger laws against hate crimes and police brutality (Furst 2016). The
BLM’s “National Demands” document reads, in part, “We will help develop a network of organi-
zations and advocates to form a national policy specifically aimed at redressing the systemic
pattern of anti-Black law enforcement violence in the U.S.” (Moore and Cullors, 2014). In No-
vember 2015, after a group of White supremacists shot and wounded several  activists who
were protesting the police killing of an unarmed African American man named Jamar Clark in
Minneapolis, BLM released a statement declaring, “The Black Lives Matter Network urgently
calls upon the Department of Justice to investigate this shooting as a hate crime” (BlackLives-
Matter.com (http://BlackLivesMatter.com) 2015). Finally, BLM activists have regularly called for
greater  oversight  over  police  and  for  increased  presence  of  Black  people  in  government
decision-making bodies. For example, in the wake of numerous police killings of African Ameri-
cans in recent years, the Los Angeles chapter of BLM demanded that the mayor appoint ac-
tivists from the Black community to key city commissions, and a number of BLM activists are
running for political office.

When BLM demands inclusion in governmental bodies and invokes the language of hate
crimes and terrorism, such efforts may appear to reflect the power of grassroots movements to
move state actors on important progressive issues, but it also indicates the movement’s willing-
ness to expand troubling, controlling, authoritative, and lethal state power. BLM is therefore
not asking how we might build safe communities beyond the state, but rather how we might do
so with greater state intervention. BLM co-founder Patrice Cullors’ vision of social change in-
cludes a plan to “divest from policing and divest from this prison system . . . and reinvest into
poor communities, reinvest into allowing us to have access to healthy food, access to jobs, ac-
cess to shelter” (Cullors 2015).

From a pluralist perspective, states are sites where citizens and other stakeholders con-
verge to elect representatives and make their voices heard and shape public policy (Dahl 2005).

1
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Departing from that view, a power elite perspective casts states as sites of power struggles,
where certain interest groups tend to dominate others, setting public policy agendas and un-
evenly shaping life chances for members of society (Domhoff 2013).  From Women of  Color
Feminist, Critical Race Theory, and Anarchist perspectives, states are also institutions that, by
definition, practice exclusion, control, and violence (in addition to their other functions) (Gold-
berg 2002; Hong 2006; Mills 2001; Scott 2010; Smith 2011). Thus, the very purpose of a state is
to exert dominance over populations, resources, and territory, among other things.

If  Black Lives Matter was founded to challenge state-sanctioned violence then it  makes
sense to extend the reach of this movement’s analysis and action to the problem of environ-
mental racism. Since environmental racism is often a form of state-sanctioned violence via the
harm that state agencies and state-regulated companies perpetrate in communities of color,
then BLM might do well to pay greater attention to this issue. If we think of environmental
racism as a form of violent control over bodies, space, and knowledge systems then we can
more effectively theorize it as a form of state violence, a framework that is absent from most EJ
scholarship. Moreover, as some BLM activists urge us to think about how to make our commu-
nities safe “beyond policing” (Tometi 2015), both BLM and EJ activists and scholars might begin
to think about how to make our communities sites of EJ and racial justice beyond the state. In
fact, the BLM movement, the EJ movement, and EJ scholarship generally look to the state and
its legal systems to deliver justice and to regulate industry. Thus far, however, the track record
of state-based regulation and enforcement of racial and environmental justice policies in com-
munities of  color  has been abysmal  (Cole and Foster,  2000;  Gilmore 2007;  Lombardi  et  al.,
2015).

The Fourth Pillar: Indispensability
Critical EJ Studies centers on the concepts of racial and socioecological indispensability. In Black
and Brown Solidarity (2014), John Márquez introduces the concept “racial expendability” to ar-
gue that Black and Brown bodies are, in the eyes of the state and its constituent legal system,
generally  viewed as  criminal,  deficient,  threatening,  and deserving of  violent  discipline and
even obliteration. Márquez and other ethnic studies scholars contend that, in a White suprema-
cist society, people of color are constructed as and rendered expendable (Cacho 2012; Márquez
2014; Mills 2001; Vargas 2010). Ruth Wilson Gilmore speaks to this point in her book Golden Gu-
lag (2007), in which she argues that the massive build up of prisons to warehouse people of
color in the state of California and the United States nationally was a public policy decision de-
signed to contain and control populations whose very existence is viewed as troubling. Extend-

2
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ing this logic to the problem of environmental racism, philosopher and critical race theorist
Charles Mills argues that people of African descent are considered “trash” by policy makers and
institutions promoting discriminatory environmental policies because these populations are as-
sociated with filth, waste, and uncleanliness in the popular imagination—thus locating pollution
in their communities actually makes cultural common sense (Mills 2001).

Critical EJ Studies builds on the work of these scholars by countering the ideology of White
supremacy and human dominionism and articulating the perspective that excluded, marginal-
ized, and othered populations, beings, and things—both human and more-than-human—must
be viewed not as expendable but rather as indispensable to our collective futures. This is what I
term racial indispensability (when referring to people of color) and socioecological indispensabil-
ity (when referring to broader communities within and across the human/more-than-human di-
vide and their relationships to one another). Racial indispensability is intended to challenge the
logic of racial expendability and is the idea that institutions, policies, and practices that support
and perpetrate anti-Black racism suffer from the flawed assumption that the future of African
Americans is somehow de-linked from the future of White communities. People of color are
members of our society, are core participants in our social systems, and are members of our
socioecological systems, and are therefore key to ensuring the continued functioning, sustain-
ability, and resilience of our society and planet.

The idea of indispensability is distinct from an assimilationist perspective, which seeks to
(often involuntarily and violently) incorporate “others” into one’s own vision of a society (Smith
2005). Rather, indispensability honors key EJ and ecological principles by seeing all communities
(more-than-human and human) as interconnected, interdependent, but also sovereign and re-
quiring the solidarity of others. Indispensability should also not be confused with a Functional-
ist view of society and socioecological relations as it recognizes that social roles, positions, and
behaviors among various populations can and do conflict and change over time, and that the
character of inequality and state and market power in most societies is highly unjust and must
be confronted. Functionalism, on the other hand, posits that whatever the character of inequal-
ity, social roles, and behaviors may be, it must be positive for society and therefore is in no
need of change (Parsons 1954). Indispensability argues against that logic because CEJ Studies is
fundamentally focused on securing justice and sustainability in a highly unjust and unsustain-
able system. Thus indispensability demands dramatic change but does so from the perspective
that all members of society and socioecological systems have something to contribute to that
process and to our collective futures.

Socially,  politically,  philosophically,  and ecologically,  what  this  means is  that  we are  all
linked in webs of social interdependence, so that what happens to one group affects, in some
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way, all others. As Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. famously wrote in his landmark “Letter from Birm-
ingham Jail” with regard to racism and the future of the United States: “Injustice anywhere is
injustice everywhere. . . . In a real sense all life is inter-related. All men are caught in an in-
escapable network of mutuality, tied in a single garment of destiny. Whatever affects one di-
rectly, affects all indirectly. Never again can we afford to live with the narrow, provincial ‘out-
side agitator’ idea . . .” (King 1963).

Thus the importance of CEJ studies here is to underscore that social systems predicated on
the annihilation of Black life reveal a self-defeating error. In other words, the idea that White-
ness can only triumph and survive via the annihilation of Black life commits the classic ecologi-
cal error of dualism or separation. Dualism is the idea that we see various categories of exis-
tence  as  separate  and  arranged  in  oppositional  hierarchies,  such  as  culture/nature,
man/woman,  European/non-European,  human/animal,  White/Black,  heterosexual/homosex-
ual, etc., when in fact these categories are constantly blurred, transgressed, and revealed to be
socially constructed and highly fluid and malleable. So CEJ Studies facilitates an understanding
that a vision of White supremacy premised on the destruction of people of color is as illogical
and self-defeating as a vision of an economy and a nation-state premised on the destruction of
ecosystems. In a sense, this observation demonstrates a reality of social systems as ecosys-
tems, and vice versa: that everything in the universe is hitched to everything else, so that what
affects one member or element affects all of them. The destruction of people of color harms
White people and it harms the more-than-human world, and vice versa, so CEJ Studies affirms
that Black lives, the lives of people of color, are indispensable. Going further, the idea of socioe-
cological indispensability  reflects the CEJ Studies perspective that the wellbeing of all  people,
species, and ecosystems is indispensible. This is both a socioecological reality and an affirmation
of a politics of solidarity and coalition building that firmly states “All of us or none!”

Black Lives Matter activists routinely speak to this issue as well.  In 2015,  BLM issued a
“State of the Black Union” in which they wrote, “None of us are free until all of us are free”
(DeclarationProject.org (http://DeclarationProject.org) 2015). This is a variation on a quote that
has been attributed to the likes of the poet Emma Lazarus, the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., and many others. It is also articulated powerfully in the Barry Mann song “None of Us
Are Free,” which includes the chorus, “None of us are free, none of us are free, if one of us is
chained, none of us are free.”

Expressing  this  view  more  than  a  century  ago,  African  American  historian  Anna  Julia
Cooper told a group of Black clergymen in 1892, “Only the Black woman can say ‘when and
where I enter, in the quiet, undisputed dignity of my womanhood, without violence and without
suing or special patronage, then and there the whole . . . race enters with me’” (Bailey 2004, p.
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56). A year later, making this claim even stronger, at the 1893 World’s Congress of Representa-
tive Women, Cooper stated:

Let woman’s claim be as broad in the concrete as the abstract. We take our stand on the
solidarity of humanity, the oneness of life, and the unnaturalness and injustice of all special
favoritism, whether of sex, race, country, or condition. If one link of the chain is broken, the chain
is broken. A bridge is no stronger than its weakest part, and a cause is not worthier than its
weakest element. Least of all can woman’s cause afford to decry the weak. We want, then, as
toilers for the universal triumph of justice and human rights, to go to our homes from this
Congress demanding an entrance not through a gateway for ourselves, our race, our sex, or our
sect, but a grand highway for humanity (Cooper 1892).

BLM co-founder Alicia Garza echoes and articulates this idea as follows:

#BlackLivesMatter doesn’t mean your life isn’t important—it means that Black lives, which are
seen as without value within White supremacy, are important to your liberation. Given the
disproportionate impact state violence has on Black lives, we understand that when Black people
in this country get free, the benefits will be wide reaching and transformative for society as a whole.
When we are able to end hyper-criminalization and sexualization of Black people and end the
poverty, control, and surveillance of Black people, every single person in this world has a better
shot at getting and staying free. When Black people get free, everybody gets free. This is why we call
on Black people and our allies to take up the call that Black lives matter. . . . Our collective futures
depend on it (Garza 2014, emphasis added).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Critical Environmental Justice Studies seeks to expand the field of EJ Studies to move beyond its
conceptual, theoretical, disciplinary, and methodological limitations. Since that path is still very
much in formation, this paper is an effort to chart one course in that direction with greater
specificity. Critical EJ Studies draws from numerous fields of scholarship in order to produce
more robust accounts for why environmental injustices occur and persist, for how human and
nonhuman forces shape and are shaped by them, and for what environmental justice might
look like. That is, the promise of CEJ Studies lies in its capacity to more fully explain the sources
and consequences of our socioecological crises and develop more generative analyses of how
social change efforts within and across species may meet those challenges.

Finally, CEJ Studies can aid scholars and advocates in thinking through a redefinition of the
concept of environmental justice itself. Perhaps any discussion regarding the future of EJ Studies
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and the EJ movement might begin by connecting early EJ scholarship, which centers primarily
around the intersection of social inequality and environmental harm, with the concept of eco-
logical justice,  which centers on the relationship of human beings to the broader nonhuman
world. By the term ecological justice, I mean to suggest a more respectful and egalitarian rela-
tionship of human beings to one another and to the greater more-than-human world. This
model of analysis and politics begins with humans taking responsibility for practicing transfor-
mative  socioecological  political  work  and extends  to  understanding  inequalities  within  and
across species and space to imagine and struggle for a more democratic multi-species world.
Nonhuman species and ecosystems may not engage in politics the way humans tend to, but
they can and do exert influence and power over the world (Bennett 2009): for example, con-
sider the impacts of fossil fuels on the daily lives of human beings and on the political systems
and economies of every nation on Earth. Ecological justice destabilizes the notion of the human
as a biological category at the apex of a human/nature hierarchy and, instead, embraces it as a
political category that engages with the broader ecological community. This model of politics
also rejects the state as an arbiter of justice and inclusion. The state has managed, included, ex-
cluded, homogenized, and controlled humans and nonhuman natures for the benefit of a small
elite. That should be reason enough to consider the merits of an anarchist or anti-authoritarian
approach to socioecological change. Curiously, this concept of ecological justice closely mirrors
and parallels the Principles of Environmental Justice—a sort of founding document of the U.S.
EJ movement, suggesting that, in many ways, the EJ movement and EJ Studies have yet to catch
up to the vision of the movement’s founding principles, which are largely aligned with a CEJ
Studies perspective.

In this paper, I applied a Critical Environmental Justice perspective to the phenomenon of
the Black Lives Matter movement, demonstrating how attention to multiple categories of differ-
ence and inequality (including more-than-human species and the built environment); an em-
phasis on the role of scale as a way of understanding the violence of racism and the promise of
resistance movements; a focus on linking the entrenched character of social inequalities with
transformative, anti-authoritarian and anarchist perspectives; and an application of the con-
cepts of racial and socioecological indispensability can produce an enriched account of that
movement’s core concerns, its limitations, and its possibilities. Black Lives Matter challenges
the scourge of state-sanctioned violence against diversely constituted communities of African
descent, with a primary emphasis on police brutality and mass incarceration. I argue that if we
think of environmental racism as an extension of those state-sanctioned practices—in other
words a form of authoritarian control over bodies, space, and knowledge systems—then we
can more effectively theorize it as a form of state violence, a framework that is absent from
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most EJ scholarship.

NOTES
 After the November 2015 police killing of Jamar Clark, an unarmed African American male

in Minneapolis, Minnesota, Black Lives Matter protesters demanded that the state prosecute
the officers involved. The state declined to do so.

 For exceptions, see, e.g., Liam Downey (2015) and Andrea Smith (2005).
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